
1 INT. THE WORRIED SISTER 1

The Hyde Motel where a girl named Robyn Sphil and her

brother Larry are part of a group named Techdrives are a

group that hunt for information across the area of London.

Sounds of frantic keyboard typing fills the room.

At the motel the group are in the middle of hunting a large

quantity of information from the local bank.

LARRY SPHIL

Guys I think we have got the

biggest one yet, that money is

going to be ours in seconds. Sis

get the accounts ready.

ROBYN SPHIL

There ready, we are going online in

three.....two.....one

LARRY SPHIL

Information up on the screen, wow

look at that all that money, we are

going to be rich fellas. Bob do me

a favour and make sure this network

is secure.

BOB ROGERS

You got it boss.....(typing on

keyboard frantically)... network’s

secure!

LARRY SPHIL

Now money coming in.... NOW!

After hacking the bank all the money had successfully gone

piling into their computers, allowing them to get more and

more money about from the bank. But they didn’t want the

people to trace it.

LARRY SPHIL

Robyn, start transferring the money

to all the separate accounts before

they find this IP address.

ROBYN SPHIL

Don’t worry, I am way ahead of you!

LARRY SPHIL

Nice one, money is going through

perfectly sis we are all going to

be millionaires!

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

A sudden surge of energy comes across the computer screen

like a virus of some kind, Robyn saw the energy across the

screen and with a worry on her face cried out.

ROBYN SPHIL

Umm... bro...

LARRY SPHIL

Keep going we are almost there!

ROBYN SPHIL

But Larry didn’t you see that,

the....

A sudden surge of power rushes across the computer system,

making the entire system shuts down, with sparks flying, and

computers failing all around.

CUTS TO NEXT SCENE

2 INT. SYSTEM FAILURE 2

As the power surge cutting all the power to the system, the

team begins to panic trying to solve everything to get it

back online.

LARRY SPHIL

No, no, no, NOOOOO! Robyn, Bob get

all the computers back on, we need

to get them on now if we have any

chance of getting our money!

ROBYN SPHIL

I am trying everything to get the

systems online, but nothing is

working

BOB ROGERS

Larry nothing is working it’s over

leave it.

LARRY SPHIL

No we can’t stop now, alright we

have done too much to get this far

and I am not giving it all up

now...

....

The computer then out of the blue comes online again,

working as normal with all the information still on it.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

LARRY SPHIL

Oh look at that guys, and we are

clear! We have done it!

Lag then goes across the screen

LARRY SPHIL

Oh what is this?

ROBYN SPHIL

Looks like personal information,

like personal details and stuff

BOB ROGERS

Larry what are you doing?

LARRY SPHIL

Look at all this, information it

doesn’t just come by chance we can

take it and sell it!

ROBYN SPHIL

That wasn’t part of the plan, we

cannot do this, it is not right!

LARRY SPHIL

You wanna stop be my guest, but we

can get so much more money for

this!

ROBYN SPHIL

(whispers to herself) no

Robyn gets up from her desk and moves over to the power

supply and begins pulling plugs out

LARRY SPHIL

No... Robyn what are you doing!

ROBYN SPHIL

We have got what we needed we are

done Larry!

LARRY SPHIL

Noooo!

Larry pulls out the final plug from the socket on the wall,

angrily Larry smashes the desk and storms out of the room

shouting angrily as he leaves, slamming doors behind him.

CUTS OUT



4.

3 INT/EXT. ROBYN GOES MISSING 3

Coming up to around half ten that night with her brother and

Bob asleep, Robyn sneaks into the room where they we’re

earlier that day and begins opening her brothers computer.

With all the files still open Robyn pulls out a memory stick

from her pocket.

ROBYN SPHIL

(whispers) This is for your own

good

Robyn carefully ejects the memory stick and rushes outside

silently closing the door behind her. She makes a dash to

the nearby lake which was a few minutes down the road.

Running furiously to the lake her brother back at the motel

begins to wake up and looks around the house.

Unfortunately Larry sees the computer still on from before,

with the message "All files transferred" Larry angrily slams

his fist onto the table.

LARRY SPHIL

No, Robyn why did you do this?

Larry’s pulls out his phone furiously typing in a phone

number, with a rather angry expression on his face.

LARRY SPHIL

It’s me, you know my sister

Robyn... She just stole it all,

find her.... I do not care how you

find her, Just FIND HER!

Meanwhile Robyn reaches the lake with her hood up as it is a

rather cold evening. Looking towards the lake she reaches

into her pocket and pulls out the memory stick and holds it

in her hand. Looking sadly at the memory stick, she slowly

grabs memory stick and throws it into the lake.

She then turns to left walking back to where she had come

from, when her face slowly turns to fear.

ROBYN SPHIL

No what are you doing... stop..

no... NOOOO! (screaming in fear)

CUTS TO NEXT SCENE


